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tion, are too liigh, and that Braun probably ^yas contented
with measuring a very few ova. Both find the breadth too
great. These observations, I may add, were conducted
almost entirely on specimens from Hceinatopus.

XXXIX.

—

Preliminary Report on the MonaxonelUda of the

National Antarctic Expedition. By R. Kirkpatkick.

The Monaxonellida brought home by the * Discovery ' in-

clude 43 species, of which 24 are new. Most of the specimens
came from the neighbourhood of the Winter Quarters (lat.

77° 49' S., long. 167° V 4" E.).

Polymastia invaginata, sp. n.

Sponge hemispherical, free or attached, covered with a
thick pile of pointed spicules ; with one large oscular papilla

usually completely invaginated, so that the sunnnit of the

oscule is on a level with, or below, the general surface.

Under surface with a fleshy basal pad.

Colour inspirit pale yellow above, and often grey and semi-
transparent on the under surface in free specimens. Con-
sistence dense and firm.

Skeleton. —Clioanosomal, formed of fibres curving upwards
from the base to the periphery, penetrating the cortex, and
forming the thick surface pile ; with stellate groups of small
tyles between the fibres.

Cortical skeleton formed of a dense layer of vertical tyles

of various lengths embedded in a tough fibrous layer from
*5 to i"25 mm. thick.

Basal skeleton consisting of spicules transversely arranged,
and crossing each other in an irregular manner.

Spicules. —Large, smooth, slightly curved styles, or occa-

sionally strongyles, 2240 X 40 //-.

Cortical tyles with small spheroidal head, short neck,
fusiform straight shaft, varying in length from 140 to 350 /*,

and in thickness from 12 to 19 yu.. A few very slender styles

scattered in the choanosome, 70x6/x, with head and neck
making an angle with the shaft. Some medium-sized cortical

tyles in the oscular papilla have long, oval heads. Tyles of
the stellate clusters slender, with the head making an angle
with the shatt, 200 X 15 n.

Localities. Winter Quarters, 10-30 fath. ; off Mt. Erebus,
500 lath.
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Splicerotylus antarctieus , sp. n.

Sponge dome-shaped or spheroidal, attached or free.

Surface beset with a dense short pile of cortical microtyles
;

with several usually elongated papillae with or without a

large terminal orifice. Dermal pores distributed over the

corteXj each pore opening into a single tubular canal in the

cortex ; the mouth or pore of the pore-canal is guarded with
a ring of radiating cortical tyles. Flagellated chambers
diplodal.

Skeleton formed mainly of radiating fibres composed of

styles, with diverging brushes of spheroslyles near the sur-

face. Cortex with a surface-layer of densely packed tufts of

small vertical tyles, and a subcortical layer of tangential

styles and tyles.

Spicules. —Spherostyles 8 mm. in length by 30 ju, in

diameter in the middle, and 34 yu, in the region below tiie

distal knob ; distal knob 28 fi in diameter, hemispherical,

with granular surface and with a few square teeth or serra-

tions on the edge.

Styles straiglit, fusiform, blunt-pointed, 2'8 mm. in length,

41 fjb in diameter in the middle, 23 fx in diameter at the

rounded end.

Cortical tyles curved, 146 /x long, head 3'25 yti in diameter
;

neck slender, 2*75 fju thick, with broad oar-blade-like shaft,

but circular in section, 7 yu. thick.

Styles of lower cortical tangential layer, also in choano-
some, '.too X 20 yu.. Tyles of the same layer nearly straight,

270 yu- long, with head 7 yu, in diameter and relatively thick

neck 6*8 yu, in diameter.

Slender, curved tyles, 460 x 10 yu., scattered in choanosome.
Young specimens are oval, with one long closed papilla

;

the bundles of divergent exotyles are more or less separate

and distinct, and the distal knobs retained and not broken
off.

Locality. Winter Quarters, 10-30 fath.

SiGMAXINYSSA, gCn. nov.

Cup-shaped Axinellidae with longitudinal skeletal fibres

joined by transverse ones on the inner aspect, and with tufts

given off at right angles to these on the outer aspect. Mega-
scleres, oxeas ; microscleres, sigmata and toxa.

Sigmaonnyssa phahellioides, sp. n.

Sponge sessile, cornucopia- or cup-shaped. Inner surface
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smooth, outer surface coarsely pilose. Consistence rather

liarrl, but flexible. Colour in spirit greyish drab. Inner

surface with numerous small oscules, each about 1 mm. in

diameter ; outer surface pilose, with dermal membrane per-

forated by round pores 95 jjt, in diameter.

Skeleton. —On inner surface formed of close-set longitu-

dinal lines joined by cross-bars, and giving off tufts of fibres,

which proceed outwards at right angles to the outer sur-

face, pushing up the dermal membrane, but barely projecting

beyond it.

Siyicules. —Oxeas, 8355 X 4225 /a, curved at centre, sharp-

pointed, yigmata, 81"25 yu, long, 35" 75 /i broad, and 3"25 /a

tliick, often with an angular bend at centre of shaft. Toxa,

130 jji long and 3'25 /x thick at centre, with smooth surface.

Tills species bears in its outward aspect a very close re-

semblance to cup-shaped species of Phakellia ; also the skeletal

arrangement is like that of Phakellia ; the oxeas, sigmata,

and toxa are those of a typical Gellius. The Axinellid genus
Sigmaxinella, Dendy, which has microscleres in the form of

sigmata, has styles for megascleres.

Locality/. Coulman I., 100 fath.

Tlymedesmia exigua, sp. n.

The sponge forms a thin translucent greyish-white crust,

about 5 mm. in diameter, on a stone. The surface is smooth,

and the substance of a fleshy consistence.

Skeleton. —The choanosome contains scattered short acantho-

styles, and the dermal membrane tangential tyles isolated

or in bundles of a few.

Spicules. —Megascleres : acanthostyles, 94 X 19 p,, short,

thick, with spines pointing backwards slightly. Ectosomal

tyles, 157 X 3'5 yu., straight, smooth, with oval heads, 5 jx long

and 4*5 yu, broad.

Microscleres : pluridentate isancorse spatuliferse at each end,

with five foliate teeth, 5 p. in length, sometimes with three

or four ; shaft deeply curved, 2*5 p thick, sometimes with

central alate expansions.

Sigmata, 9'6 p long, tyQ p broad, '5 p thick, scattered sepa-

rately in the choanosome.

This new species resembles in several respects H. zetlandica^

Bowerbank, but the ancorse of the latter have only three

teeth, the sigmata are much longer (51 p) and in sheaves
;

also the ectosomal tyles are much larger, viz. 328x3*25 yu,,

and the spines of the acanthostyles more verticillate. Ihjme-

(.lesmia irritans, Thielc, from Juan Fernandez, has nearly the
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same spicular elements, but of different dimensions, and liaf5

the labis amono- its microscleres.

Localily. Off Balleney I., 254 £atb.

Hymerrhaphia rufa, sp. n.

The sponge forms a thin raud-coloiired brown crust on a

branched Polyzoon. The surface is smooth, and no pores or

oscules are visible. The consistence is rather tougli.

The skeleton of the choanosonie is formed of longer and
shorter acanthostyles dressed vertically, that of the ectosome

being formed of tangential ly arranged anisotornotes, either

isolated or in bundles.

S]>icules. —Megascleres : larger acanthostyles, 312 x 25 M^,

swollen at the head, spined all over, with larger curved spines

at the head. Smaller acanthostyles, 131 x 18*75 a*. Aniso-
tornotes of ectosome, 344x12 fi, straight, fusiform, attenu-

ating gradually at one end but abruptly at the other.

Microscleres : isancorge, 28'5 /u, long, with three or four

teeth at eacb end ; rarely the teetli are not developed, the

ends being in the form of hemispherical cups.

Dredged near Winter Quarters, No. 10 hole, 130 fath.

Ophlitaspongia nidijicata, sp. n.

Sponge massive, of an inverted pyramidal shape, sessile,

narrow and contracted at the point of attachment. Surface

uniformly coarsely spinous. Circular oscules ("7 mm. in

diameter) on the upper surface, at the bases of the spines
;

(pores closed). Subdermal cavities fiat and shallow. Flagel-

lated chambers diplodal. Colour dirty grey, the tips of the

spines being yellowish. CJonsistence hard and tougli.

Skeleton consisting of dense branching axes of styles

cemented with spongin and ecliinated by smooth styles

passing at right angles from the axis to the surface. Ecto-

somal sjjicules in form of slender straight styles. Consider-

able tracts of dermal membrane were devoid of these spicules.

iSjncules. —Megascleres : large, straight, smooth styles, on

an average about 1000 x 50 /jl. Also smooth curved kind,

625 p, long. Ectosomal styles straight, smooth, tapering

gradually to a point, 406 x /x.

Microscleres : toxa smooth, 638 /x long, 6"25 p, thick at the

centre. These spicules occur in nests or groups of five ta

ten.

This new species comes well within the genus Ophlita-

spongia, 15k., as emended by Ueiidy. O. scriata, Bk., 0. sub-

liiapidii^ (Jartcr, and O. inembranacea, Tliiele, all have toxa.
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but the first and tliivd sjiecies are encrusting, and the second
has long slender branches.

Dredged off Coulraan I., 100 fath.

Lissom YxiLLA, Hanitsch.

This genus was established by Hanitsch * to include

Ectyonine Sponges Avith filnx'S having a core of smooth
styles echinated by acanthostyles with special ectosouial

megascleres, and with or without microscleres. Unfortunately
the species he selected as type o£ the genus {Tethea spi-

nosa, Bowerbank) in no way fell in with the definition, since,

as Topsent f points out, this species has neither echinating

spicules nor special ectosomal spicules^ and Topseiit refers

Lissomyxilla to the limbo of useless names. Among the
' Discovery ' sponges, however, is a specimen which tits in

with Hanitsch's definition of Lissomyxilla, which runs :

—

*' Skeleton fibres of the choanosome formed of smooth mon-
actinals echinated by spined styles. i\legascleres of the

ectosome smooth diactinals or monactinals. Microscleres

(isochelas &c.) may be present." Accordingly I propose to

revive the name.

Lissomyxilla Ilanitschi, sp. n.

There are two much-worn species of this sponge of a dark,

dirty -grey colour, and a third young small specimen, whitish

in colour, growing on a specimen of llornera. The largest

specimen is 4 cm. high and 5 cm. in diameter at the base
;

the dermal membrane is worn away, exposing several open-
ings of exhalant canals, 4 mm. in diameter. The dermal
membrane of the smallest specimen is transparent, smooth,
and raised ii[) at one place into a small conical oscule, with
radial tangential spicules in its walls.

The skeleton of the choanosome is formed of branching

fibres on an average about 150 /a thick, echinated by spined

styles in an obscurely verticillate manner, the whole skeleton,

as seen in sections, having a somewhat confused appearance.

The ectosomal spicules partly proceed obliquely from the

main fibres to the dermal membrane, and partly lie tangenti-

ally in that membrane.
Spicules. —Megascleres : styles, 500 x 19 fx, smooth, curved

near the head, sharp-pointed. Echinating acantliostyles,

* Trans. Liverpool Biol. Sue. vol. viii. p. 194 (1894).

t Arcliiv. Zool. E.xp. et Gcu. (•"]) tome viii. p. '205 (1900).
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219xl8"75 ytt (without including spines), larger spines

on the head 9 /x long. Ectosomal auiphitjles, 356xll/tt,
straight, very slightly fusiform, subtylote, and with a small

niucro at each end. Microscleres none.

Myxilla victoriana, Dendy [Halichondria pustalosa^GiLxtQx)

,

would come under this genus, although, at the same time, it

is in possession of isochelaj, and the heads of the styli of the

main fibres occasionally liave a slight indication of spination.

Localities. Coulman I., 100 fath. ; east end of Barrier,

100 fath.

lophon spatulatus, sp. n.

Sponge slender, cylindrical, branched. Colour pale brown
in spirit. Oscules oval, about 1 X '6 mm. in diameter, slightly

raised ; surrounded by a radiating zone of tyles. Pores in

sieve-like areas 2-3 mm. in length and about 2 mm. in

breadth, on a level with the general surface.

Flagellated chambers 26 X 23 /j,.

ISkeleton. —Dermal : a closely packed layer of dermal tyles.

Choanosomal : a loose network of multispicular fibres

3-6 spicules thick forms the core of the cylinder. From
the central core are given off at right angles fibres one or two
spicules thick which support the dermal membrane.

Sjiicules. —Megascleres : smooth styles, 462x25 ju., with a

mucro at the basal end. Ectosomal subtyles 225 x 12'5 /*,

fusiform, with the swelled ends smooth laterally, and with

the extremities only slightly convex, in fact almost truncate,

and covered with spines.

Microscleres : palmate anisochelpe 18*7 yu. long, 6'2 /a broad

(front view).

Bipocilla rare, 13'6 yu, long, 1'15 fx thick, shaft deeply

curved, slightly twisted, and with ends almost similar, spatu-

late, with crenulated edges ; occasionally with five relatively

large denticles in place of the finer crenulation. A second

kind of bipocilla have a longer, less curved shaft, with scoop-

like rather tiian spathulate ends, each scoop having four or

five denticles. One example has three sharp prongs at one

cud and the spathulate prolongation at the other.

The species is represented by numerous small, for the most
part fragmentary, slender cylindrical pieces.

Since writing the above description accounts of two new
species of lophon from the Antarctic have been published by
Topsent, viz. /. unicofnis and /. 2>luricorms. The two new
species described in the present Report and Topsent's two
species all possess the curious modified acanthostyles.

1. uuirurnittj Topscnl, has nc bipocilla, and I. pluricornis has
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bipocilla ai)parent]y of the typical form ; tlie present two
species botli have spathulate bipocilla with creuulated ends

;

and, fnvther, there are differences, viz. in the shape of the

body? the arrangement of the skeleton, and the character of

the ectosomal spicules, wliich lead me to regard the
' Discovery ' specimens as belongino- to distinct species.

Localities. Winter Quarters, 25-30 fath.; Coulman I.,

100 fath.

loplion Jlahello-digitatiis, sp. n.

Sponge forming a large palmato-digitate or digitate growth

in one plane ; branches compressed, usually with oscules

along one edge. Surface finely verruculate ; with elongated

pore-areas supported by fan-like wisps of ectosomal spicules.

Colour dark brown j consistence soft, the sponge being

readily broken.

Skeleton typically formed of a network of spiculo-fibre, the

primary lines of which proceed upwards and outwards from

the inner surface of oscular tubes to the outer surface of the

sponge, where their ends form the verructe ; the secondary

fibres join the primary at right angles, forming rectangular

meshes about 1*25 mm. square. The thickness of the primary

fibres is about •? mm., that of the secondary about '5 mm.
The ectosomal skeleton consists of fan-like bundles and

wisps of spicules, isolated or proceeding upwards and spreading

out from the terminal main fibres.

Spicules. —Megascleres : smooth styles, 590 x 25 fx, curved,

with a mucro at the head end.

Ectosomal spicules, 344x 12"0|a, subaniphitylote, fusiform,

with a marginal ring of vertical spines at both ends and a

terminal central spike at one extremity.

Microscleres : palmate anisochelee of two sizes, a large

kind 35 fi long and 10'7 fi broad, with thick shaft, with

triangular palmate tooth, 17*5 /u- long, at the large end, not

quite as long nor as broad as the alas; lower margin of alas

convex. Lower central tooth with a curved upper edge

produced into a spine.

A small kind, 11'5 fi long, 6*2 yw- broad; upper palmate
tooth triangular, rounded above, as broad and as long as the

ala? ; lower border of alte concave ; lower tooth with simple

rounded upper edge.

Bipocilla varying in length from 5"5 to 11 //-, according to

the convexity of the shaft, which is usually deeply curved
;

both ends spathulate, nearly similar, and with creuulate

edges, or witli 5-7 teeth.
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The fine specimen (no. 184) which constitutes the type of

tlie nev\' species is 24 cm. wide and 25*6 cm. high.

Locality. Winter Quarters, 28-130 fath.

Myxilla decepta, sp. n.

There are two very small specimens of this species : one is

in the form of an extremely thin incrustation on a piece of

rock ; the surface is pilose, owing to the projection of verti-

cally dressed acanthostyles, each surrounded by tufts of

ectosomal spicules. The other, which incrusts the branch of

a Polyzoon, is thicker^ and the surface here is partly smooth,

partly provided with minute sharp-pointed coimles supported

by acanthostyles. The colour of both specimens is reddish

brown.

The sheleton in the very thin incrustation at first sight

resembles that of a Hrjmerrhapliia ; each vertical acanthostyle

is isolated and with its head on the base and its pointed end

))rojecting. In the thicker specimen it is possible to make
out i)rimary and secondary lines of skeletal fibres.

Tlie ectosomal spicules are partly arranged in paniculate

tufts, partly lying taiigentially in the dermal membrane.
Sjyicules. —JMegascleres : clioanosomal acantiiostyles, 468 X

23"5 /x, curved, spined at the head only, with subtoruote

points. Ectosomal strongylcs, 238x4*6 /a, straight, smooth^

cylindrical, usually with a pointed mucro at one end.

Microscleres : arcuate isochelai, 19"5 /u, long, 5"6 /i broad,

palmate tooth 8 /j, long, ovoid, with rounded distal edge ; with

thick curved shaft; with tongue-shaped alaj about 8 ju, long.

Isancoraj unguifera?, 15*3 /u. long, with slender, curved,

sometimes wavy shaft, with three sharp claw-like teeth at

each end.

Chelate bipocilla 8 fi long, with deeply curved shaft with

spathulate ends each with three triangular denticles ; these

spicules are fairly common and not accidental.

There are also several isochelaj arcuatai in which the alffi

and denticle are replaced at one end by a spoon-like lamella.

The presence in Myxilla of chelate bipocilla similar in

many respects to those found in the new species lophon spatu-

latus and I. jlahello-digitatus is exceptional. In other respects

the spiculation is that of a typical Myxtlla. The isocliehe

arcuatffi, though only half the length, resemble in shape
those of Myxilla nobilis, R. & D., from off the Rio de la

Plata, and M. diyitata, R. &, D., from the Cape of Good
Hope. The new species, again, closely resembles Myxilla
iophonoideSj Swartszewsky (Mem, Soc. Nat. KiefF, xx. p. 340,
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pi. xi. fig. 7, and pi. xv. fig. 27), from the White Sea ; but,

in addition to other differences, the latter species has no
isochelse arcuatre.

Localities. Winter Quarters, 125 fath. ; off Balleney I.,

254 fath.

Tedania variolosa^ sp. n.

Sponge in form of a mass of thick flabellate or digitate

fronds arising from a common base ; with circular sphinctrate

oscules., each about 1 cm. in diameter, situated at the summits
or along the upper edges of the branches, the canals into

which tliey lead extending nearly to the base of the branches.

General surface of the sponge covered with circular pore-

areas each about 4 mm. in diameter, the oval or circular pores

being about 90 fi in diameter, and the strands of the poral

reticulum about 30 /i in breadth. Colour in spirit pale brown.
Consistence soft and fleshy, being easily torn.

Flagellated chambers, 42 x 35 |tt, oval, aphodal, with
aphodus (in a measured example) 13 /x long.

Skeleton

.

—Choanosomal skeleton formed of loosely agglo-

merated compound, longitudinal, or main bundles about
1 mm. in diameter, curving out to the surface as they pass

upwards ; the separate fibres of the main bundles about 80 /x

thick. The main bundles joined at right angles by secondary
fibres 1-3 spicules thick. Spongin not perceptible. Ecto-
somal skeleton formed of circles of strongyles, the spicules

isolated or in fan-like wisps, arranged partly vertically,

partly tangentially, round the pore-areas ; the vertical spicules

usually isolated and the tangential ones in wisps. On drying
the sponge the edges of the pore-areas stand up sharply, the

areas themselves sinking in, giving a pock-marked aspect to

the surface.

Spicules. —Megascleres : choanosomal styles, 402x13 |tt,

curved at about one fourth of the length from the round end,

smooth, but occasionally with a few spines about the head.

Ectosomal strongyles, 261 X 6'5 ix, smooth, occasionally

slightly swollen at each end.

Microscleres none.

The single specimen is in the form of a squarish mass of

thick fleshy flabello-palmate or digitate lobes ; the height is

18 cm. and the breadth 13 cm.

The arrangement of the pores in circular areas each
sui-rounded by a zone of ectosomal spicules is not common in

Tedania ; it occurs in the second new species described belovv,

and something of the kind is found in Tedania tenuicajntata^

Kidley, from the Straits of Magellan. lu the present species
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tliis feature is so well marked as to give the surface a pock-

marked appearance.

The rhnphides, usually so characteristic of Tedania^ have
entirely disappeared.

Locality. Winter Quarters, 10 fath.

Tedania coulmani, sp. n.

The single specimen is in the form of a finger-like fragment
5'5 cm. long and 1*7 cm. in its greatest thickness. The
colour is dirty grey and the consistence soft. The surface

shows the same circular pore-sieve areas as in T. variolosa.

Along one side of the sponge the surface has been torn away,
exposing an exlialant canal running along the length of the.

specimen, but apparently tlie terminal oscule lias been torn

away.
Skeleton. —Rings of spicules, partly vertical, partly tan-

gential, isolated or in tufts, surround the pore-areas.

The choano?omal skeleton is formed of primary longitudinal

fibres about 120 fx, thick, joined by secondary fibres one

spicule in length and two to three in thickness, joining the

former at right angles.

Spicules. —Megascleres : the choanosomal acanthostyles,

475 X 18 iJb, curved, smooth, or with sparse spines, usually on
the upper and lower thirds of the length.

Dermal ectosomal tornotes, 319 X 12'5 [x, smooth, straight,

fusiform, larger at one end than the other. Under a high

power each end shows a rounded shoulder prolonged into a

mucronate spine.

Microscleres absent.

The present species resembles T. variolosa in having the

circular pore-areas, and in the absence of rhaphides, but

differs widely in the character of the dermal tornotes. Botli

species differ from all other species of Tedania in having no

microscleres. The nearest species to the present one are

Tedania tenuicapitata, Ridley, from the vStraits of Magellan,

and Tr achy tedania spiinata, Ridley, from the same locality
;

both of these have rhaphides, and neither has the circular

pore-areas, though in T. tenuicapitata there is a tendency to

a radial arrangement of bundles of dermal spicules. The
spination of the acanthostyles recalls a similar character in

Trachytedania spinata.

Locality. Coulman L, 100 fath.

Mycale acerafa, sp. n.

Sponge large, massive, with numerous small rounded
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mammillje ; surface finely reticulate and finely hispid.

Colour creamy white in spirit. Consistence soft, the tissues

being' easily torn. The flesh reddish (but soon decolorized),

and showing the glistening white strands of the skeleton.

Oscules in form of wide, thin-walled, cylindrical chimneys

with rather jagged upper edges^ about 1 cm. in height and
1-2 cm. in diameter.

Skeleton. —Ectosomal : a network of triangular meshes
formed by bundles of oxeas, the strands being about *35 mm.
thick and the meshes about "5 mm. across. Main skeleton

formed of long thick anastomosing fibres, which attenuate

gradually from I'o mm. in thickness and break up a little

below the surface into panicles of much finer fibres, which

support the dermal membrane and penetrate the strands and
nodes of the dermal reticulum, giving rise to a finely hispid

condition of the surface. Parallel groups of oxeas scattered

in the choanosome.

Spicules. —Megascleres : oxeas, 850 X IG 25 fi, sliglitly

curved, rather abruptly pointed at one end and more tapering

at the other. These oxeas form the fibres and also are

gathered into bundles, one spicule in length, of parallel oxeas,

sciittered in the choanosome.

Microscleres: large anisochelaj palmate, 105x50 /x, sepa-

rate or in rosettes, usually with an angular bend in the

shaft ; with a triangular upper tooth 60 yu, long, about the

same length as the upper alte, which latter are very wide.

AVith the lower tooth oblong, 12-8 /x high, with a sligiitly

convex edge ; in one of the specimens this edge is produced

into a denticle.

A smaller kind of anisochela^ palmatse, 47 /j, long and 17 /u.

broad, at the upper end, with a long oval tooth 20 fx long-

extending below the alte.

Trichodragmata, 62x12^, the trichites being very fine,

sharply pointed oxeas.

There are three fine specimens of this species, the largest

forming a thick fiubellate body 17 cm. high, 11 cm. broad,

and 7 cm. thick.

The mamnnlla3 are on an average about '75 cm. in height,

and 1 cm. in diameter at the base. The new species bears a

very close resemblance to ]\[ycale magellanica, Ridley, which

likewise has a mammillated, finely reticulate surface and

glistening skeletal fibres, but here the surface is smootli and

not hispid, and the megascleres are styles, or subtyles, such

as are normally found in the genus Mycale. The microscleres

also are different in the two sj)ecies.

A second species of Mycale with oxeate megascleres v

Ann. c£; Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 7. Vol. xx. VJ
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HifycaJe intermedia (O. Scli.), from East Greenland, noticed by

Tliiele. The Arctic specimen consisted only of a fragment;

but the spicules, which are all considerably smaller than in

the Antarctic species, have the followino- dimensions : —Oxeas
4."^0 fi long, 10-12

fj,
thick ; large anisocheles 50-60 /* long

;

small anisocheles 18 fi long.

Locality. Winter Quarters, 25-178 fath.

Desmacidon mceandn7ia, sp. n.

The material consists of three subcylindrical fragments

tapering at the distal end.

The consistence is hard and dense. The colour in spirit

is dirty brownish grey.

The surface is fairly uniformly level, and presents flattened

papillae or meandrine ridges, slightly roughened at the top by
])rojecting oxeas (best seen on side view with a lens).

The dermal membrane roofs over the grooves and spaces

between the papillae and ridges. The pores are mostly

circular and about 95 yu- in diameter.

The small circular oscules, numerous and scattered, are

about 1 mm. in diameter. The skeleton is formed of a thick,

main axis, consisting of rather loose longitudinal strands
;

from this are given off at right angles cylindrical or lamellar

bundles of loose strands, which proceed to the surface and

form the papilla and ridges.

Spicules. —Megascleres: oxeas, 579 X 39 /x, curved (usually)

or bent at the centre, with sharp, pointed ends. Microscleres :

isancorge unguiferaf, 26 /u- long and 15*8 jx broad ; shaft

strongly curved and o'52 yu, thick; with usually five teeth or

claws, about 5*28 yu. long, at each end, viz. a central, single,

and two lateral bifurcated teeth.

The largest of the three pieces of this sponge is 'd'2 cm.

long and 16 mm. in diameter. The fragments appear to be

broken off from some branched specimen, and I shall refer to

them as branches. They are subcylindrical, being slightly

compressed in one plane. The chamber system is ajiliodal, the

flagellated chambers (44 x 29 /a) being pyriform. There is a

considerable amount of variation in the teeth of the isancorae,

the number varying from three to six, the most usual number
being five.

In some respects the new species resembles Desmacidon (?)

ramosa (R. & C), obtained by the 'Challenger' from the

Cape of Good Hope and Marion Island. In both species

there is a central axis of longitudinal fibres, whence fibres

proceed to the surface at right angles. In the ' Challenger '
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species the radiate bundles brancli in a fan-like manner,
finally forming an almost uniform surface layer of vertical

oxeas. The microscleres in D. (?) ramosa are isoclielce

arcuatse.

Locality. Coulman L, 100 fatli.

Desmacidon spinigera, sp. n.

Sponge digitiform or knob-like ; surface coarsely spinous.

Consistence rather hard. Colour pale red. Several small

oscules about 2 ram. in diameter.

Dermal membrane spread like a delicate net between the

spines, and at some distance from the floors of the subdermal
spaces. Flagellated chambers oval, 46 x 32 fx.

Skeleton formed of coarse, longitudinal main strands,

about 180 iM thick, radiating out to the surface, with loose

scattered spicules between, united in horizontal bundles only

beneath the surface.

Spicules. —Megascleres : oxeas, 731 x 26//-, curved at centre,

mostly subtornote, though some attenuate gradually, with

sharp pointed ends.

Microscleres of one kind^ viz. isochelfe palmatse, 24'64//,

long and 5'28 [m broad, on side view
;

pointed at each end,

with straight axis ; with palmate teeth 8"8 //. long, and with
narrow alse 8*8 [x long.

Four specimens were obtained. The type specimen from

No. 10 hole, 130 fath., is digitate, 7'5 cm. in length and 2 cm.
in diameter. The spines are •2-*5 cm. long, those at the

lower end pointing obliquely upwards, but above becoming-

vertical to the long axis.

This species bears much resemblance io Desmacidon setifei'j

Topsent, obtained by the ' Belgica ' from the Atlantic. The
isochelai are of much the same character, but those of

D. setifer are very much larger, viz. 75-100 /i by 18-20//..

Further, the consistence of the latter is soft, the colour

yellowish in spirit, and the surface hispidation much finer.

Localities. Winter Quarters, 20-130 fath. ; Coulman I.,

100 fath.

Joyeuxia Belli *, sp. n.

Sponge attached, ovoid, with a thick rind enclosing a soft

pulp ; with short conical osular, and long trumpet-shaped

poral papillffi. Surface finely pilose. Colour of surface

yellow, of the rind whitish, and of the pith deep yellow.

* Named in honour of Emeritus Professor F. J. Bell, of the Zoological

Depavtment of the Natural History Museum, and editor of the " Reports

on the Natural History Collections " brought home by the ' Discovery '

from the Antarctic.

11;*
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Flagellcated chambers 23x20/i; cliplodal.

Skeleton, —Cortical skeleton formed of layers of strongyles

crossing each other at right angles. The walls of the oscular

and poral papillae supported by a layer of longitudinal

strongyles. The surface of the sponge hirsute, with a fine

pile of strongyles standing out at right angles or obliquely.

Choanosome without spicules.

Spicules, —Slightly flexuous smooth strongyles 850 /* long,

10 /x in diameter at the ends, and 13 /u. in diameter at the

centre.

There is one adult specimen 5 cm. long, 3'5 cm. broad,

and 3 cm. thick, with a deep groove on the under aspect, by
which it was probably attached to a worm-tube or stem of a

hydroid. There is also a small conical specimen, 6 mm. high,

attached to a piece of rock.

I was at first disposed to regard this remarkable species as

a member of a new genus, partly on account of its very thick

rind, which is in places over a millimetre in thickness, and
])artly because of the highly specialized poral papillae; but

apart from these characters, the new form evidently shows the

closest affinities to Joyeiixia. The three hitherto described

species all have a rind enclosing a soft pulp, the latter being

without or almost without a skeleton ; then, too, the pulp is

highly coloured. Joi/euxia tubulosa, Topsent, and J. ascidoides

(Fristedt) have fistulas, which, however, appear to be oscular.

Two of the species, J. viridis and J. tubulosa^ have strongyles
;

J. ascidioides has tyles and also chelaj. Accordingly Topsent
places the genus near Desniacidon.

Tlie poral papillae attain a height of 1 to 1'2 cm. ; they

are expanded at the end.

The inconspicuous oscular papillae are only about 4 mm.
high and are tightly contracted.

Locality. Winter Quarters, 10-20 fath.

Cercidochela *, gen. nov.

Mycalinte with peculiar shuttle-shaped chelae or canono-

chelae f, with the single tooth from each end fused, and with

a semicircular vertical lamella extending inwards from the

shaft and from the dental bridge, so as to nearly meet.

Cercidochela Lankesteri J, sp. n.

Sponge elongated, slender, fusiform. Colour white ; con-

sistence soft. Surface smooth to the naked eye, but finely

* K€pKis, t'Sos, a shuttle. t Kovav, 6ms, a shuttle.

:f
Named in honour of Professor Sir E, Ray Laukester, K.C.B., F.R.S.
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hispid under a lens. With several small scattered oscules,

about 1 mm. in diameter, level with the surface. Flagellated

chambers aphodal, oval, 31 X 21 /tt.

Skeleton formed of long longitudinal lines of spicule-fibres

about 100 /i thick, not forming a definite central axis,

radiating out in plumose manner to the surface ; with a few
isolated spicules arranged in a scalariform manner at right

angles to main fibres. Spongin not perceptible.

ISpicules. —Megascleres : oxeas, 452 x 19*5 yu., curved at

centre, attenuating gradually to sharp points slightly planed
away on inner aspect. Microscleres : canonochelai, somewhat
shuttle-shaped, 45"5 /* long by 22'75/i broad, with the two
teeth fused to form a bridge, and with a semicircuhir lamella

passing upwards from the shaft and downwards from the

dental bridge, both lamellae being nearly on the same plane
and nearly meeting, the lamellae sometimes with basal

tubercles. Developmental forms in shape of thin, oval,

linear bodies^ the oval at first not being complete.

Tlie unique specimen representing the new genus and
species is 12"5 cm. long and 1 cm, in breadth at the centre.

The body attenuates to fine ends, and apparently has not

been attached to anything.

The remarkable canonochelse recall to mind the sphaeran-

coree of MelonancJiora, but the latter spicules have three pairs

of fused teetli.

I'he canonoclielffi are scattered about in the choanosome in

considerable numl)ers. Tlie shape may be compared with
an oval basin with the bottom cut out, and with two semi-
circular lids or lamellai |^xissing horiz^jntally from the upper
edge of the basin, so as to nearly meet ; further, it is

necessary to imagine such a basin turned up on its side.

The earliest developmental forms have an elongated

C-shape ; then the open C becomes a closed oval ; by this

time the falx at each end is perceptible, and the beginnings
of the lamellae appear. A further change leads to a marked
asymmetry, the thin oval ring becoming a broad band by
widening in a direciion away from the edges whence the

lamellai arise.

LocaUly. Winter Quarters, 130 fath.

HOPLAKITHAKA*, gen. IIOV.

Mycalina3 possessing exotyles with large spherical spined

heads and with fimbriated placocheles.

* <J'n\a (])1. of ottXos), iiriuour ; Kiddpa, a guitar.
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Iloplahilhara Dendy'i *,

Sponge in form of a small cusliion, attached by a narrow

base. Surface smooth to the naked eye. Colour pale brown
in spirit. Consistence, hard externally, soft within. Flagel-

lated chambers 32*5 /i in diameter, spheroidal, eurypylous.

Skeleton witii ])rotective armour formed by gigantic

spheroidal heads of exotyles, the exotyles being arranged as

radiating bundles in form of inverted cones, with the apices

a little below the cortex ; with scattered strongyles.

Spicules. —Megascleres : exotyles, with the heads a little

inclined to the long axis of the spicule, the proximal end (in

the interior of the sponge) rounded, the distal end swollen

into large spherical heads, with short cylindrical spines

covering the distal three-fourths of the head. Total length

358 fi, the shaft enlarging in diameter from 6*5 fi at the

proximal end to 16 yu, just below the head. Head 55 /j, in

diameter; cylindrical denticles 1*76 to 3*52//, in height,

with finely denticulate edge, and with cup-like depression at

the summit.
Strongyles straight, fusiform, smooth, 467*5 yu, long, 9*75 /x

in diameter at centre, 6'5 yw. in diameter at ends.

Microscleres : placocheles, fimbriated, 84"5 /x long, 29 25 /j,

broad ; length of tooth 37*75 yt*.

Sigmata very small, slender, C-shaped, 8"8/x. long, 5*28 yu,

broad, '9 fi thick.

The minute spheroidal or cushion-shaped specimen was
2*2 mm. in height and 3 mm. in horizontal diameter; it was
growing on the side of an Alcyonarian creeping over a

branched Cellepora. No pores or oscules were discernible.

The under surface, which was narrowed to the point of

attachment, was paler in colour than the upper.

The new genus is closely related to the Mycaline genera
Rhaphidotheca and Guitarra, to the former by its exotyles,

and to the latter by its iimbriated placocheles.

The distal knobs of the exotyles of jR. Marshall- 1JalUi,

Kent, 49 yu. in diameter, are smooth and spherical, and those

oi R. rhopalophora, Schmidt {R. offiniSj Carter), are 104/*
long and 30 yu. broad, and club-shaped. Lundbeck regards
these two species as probably identical, and certainly the
differences are slight.

Locality. Winter Quarters, 130 fath.

Gellius fimhriatus, sp. n.

Sponge in form of a thick triangular cake, or conico-
cylindrical. Texture soft, easily broken. Colour in spirit

p)ale buff.

* Named in liouour of Professor Dr. A. Dendv.
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Surface level, or almost imperceptibly hispid ; showing
through the dermal membrane a somewhat areolated pattern,,

each areola being formed by the end of a main tibre giving

off fimbriated twigs which roof over the subdermal spaces

between the main fibres. A few circular oscules about

5 mm. in diameter, and witli slightly raised rims, occur.

Skeleton formed of longitudinal lines of flat, loose, band-
like main fibres, with an irregular and obscure reticulation of

single spicules between. The main fibres spread out in a

paniculate manner a little below the dermal membrane.
Spicules. —Megascleres : oxeas 537 x 16*25 /a, slightly bent

or curved at centre, attenuating gradually to sharp points.

Signiata varying in size, the largest being 40 fi long,

17'G /u. broad, and 1'76/Li thick, with one or more angular

bends in the curve, usually one end of the shalt with an
angular bend, the other end curved.

The specimen selected as the type of this species has a

flattened angular pad-like body, 10 cm. long, 4'5 cm. broad,

and 2'5 cm. thick; it apparently lay free on the bottom.

An "areola" with its central node (the end of the main
fibre) and lateral branchlets occupies on an average an area

of 6 x4 mm.
The upper surface alone shows the areolated appearance

below the dermal membrane,, the under surface being nearly

opaque.

Tiie triangular cushion-like shape of the type calls to

mind Gellius faijeUlfer (Li. & D.), but there are no flagellate

sigmata in the new species. G. rudis (Topsent) has a much
firmer and denser structure,, the oxeas are shorter, thicker,

and with tornote ends, and the sigmata are more slender and
with uniform curve.

The ends of the main fibres aro arranged in linear series.

The dermal membrane is separated about 3 mm. from the

floors of the large subdermal s})aces^ and the band-like

supporting pillars are about 2 mm. broad. A vertical section

gives the appearance of a miniature "hall of a thousand
columns." The dermal membrane on the under surface of

the sponge contains scattered oxeas arranged tangentially.

Localities. Winter Quarters, 12-20 fath.
; Coulman I.,

100 fath.

Gellius pilosus, sp. n.

Sponge in form of an erect flattened triangular or elongate

lamella divided or digitate at the upper edge. Consistence
soft, fleshy, compressible.

Colour in spirit dirty white or very pale yellow.
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Surface finely conulose and pilose, owing to the projection

of the ends of the main skeleton-fibres about 1 mm., the

conules being about '6 mm. apart from each other.

A few oscules, about 1 mm. in diameter, on a level with

the surface.

Skeleton formed of slender main axial fibres on an average

about 2—5 spicules tliick, curving out to the surface, where

tiiey form the pile, and of secondary fibres, usually one, but

sometimes two or three spicules thick, at right angles to the

main ones, with which they form oblong scalariform meshes.

Spongin well developed at the nodes of tlie network.

Spicules. —Megascleres : oxeas, 537 x 22'75 /x, siiarp-

pointed, subtornote, a few being distinctly tornote.

Microscleres : sigmata, very abundant both in choanosome
and ectosome, C-sha})ed, 39 x 16'25/x in length and breadth

and l'5fi thick.

There are two specimens. One of them is in the form of

a triangular lamella dividing into two subterete branches, the

total length being 10'5 cm., tiie breadth 3*5 cm., and the

thickness 1 cm. The second specimen is 11 cm. long and
3 cm. broad, with little more than a notch at the upper edge,

indicating a division into branches.

The new species bears some resemblance to Gellius flageJ-

lifer, R. & D., but differs from it in the absence of the

peculiar flageHate sigmata. Further, G. jlagellifer has an

even surface, and a dermal skeleton network of s})iculo-fibre

;

but in the new species the secondary fibres, usually not more
than one spicule thick, are often not present at or just below

the surface.

Locality. Winter Quarters, 25-30 fatli.

GelUus cucurhitifor mis ^ sp. n.

Sponge small, free, bulbous, with fistuLir prolongations.

Surface smooth, showing under a lens a fine white reticulum.

Colour in spirit pale brown. Consistence rather soft.

Skeleton. —With a distinct dermal layer of irregularly

arranged tangential oxeas. Choanosomal skeleton a reti-

culum (with square or triangular meshes) of spiculo-fibre,

the strands 2-3 spicules thick, with a faint indication of main
fibres radiating to the surface.

Spicules. —Megascleres: oxeas, 312 x 9*75 yu,, slightly

curved, subtornote.

Microscleres : sigmata, varying in size, the smallest being

about 20 ft lo'ig^ C-shaped, and with uniform curve, and the

largest 39 yu. long, 19'8 yu, broad, and 1'2 fi thick.

There are two small specimens, both of wliich were found

in a tangled mass of debris surrounding a worm-tube. The
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larger, the type specimen, consists of a basal bulbous portion,

13 mm. long, 7 mm. broad, and S mm. high, from one side

of which arises a rather thick-walled fistula 13 mm. high and
5*5 mm. in diameter ; at the opposite side is a broken circular

area, from which, in all probability, a second fistula arose ;

lastly, between these two is a small raised knob with a rounded

orifice on one side of it. The narrow oscular canal is not

central, but along one side of the thick-walled complete fistula.

Tlie second specimen is tubular, with a slightly enlarged

solid base, whence arises a fistula ; the total length is 2 cm.,

and diameter "5 cm. No pores are discernible ; the subdermal

spaces are about '2 mm. in depth.

The eurypylous flagellated chambers are 23 jx in diameter.

Cellules spheruleuses, 8-9 ^ in diameter, are common.
There is no bast- like subdermal layer as in Oceanapia

mollis^ Dendy, and the spicules of the latter are smaller, the

oxeas being 200 X 8yLt, and the sigmata only 16 /u.. Lundbeck
describes two species of Gellius with fistulse, and with a well-

developed dermal bark, viz, G. luridus and G. microtoxa,

but both these species have toxa in addition to sigmata.

Locality. Winter Quarters, 25-30 fath.

Oceanapia tantula, sp. n.

The sponge consists of five small fragments of tubes, the

longest of which is 8 mm. in length, by 4 mm. in diameter:

thiee of the pieces are hollow, thin-walled, and tubular; the

other two are solid. One of the solid pieces seems to belong

to the top of a fistula.

The colour is transparent white.

Skeleton. —The dermal layer is composed of a chitinous-

looking membrane with strongyles lying tangentially, usually

in one layer and densely packed, but sometimes more or less

scattered.

The white strands of the loose subdermal reticulum are

visible through the surface. They are longitudinal, and only

anastomose occasionally. The strands are less than '1 mm.
in diameter. They vary in composition j in some parts being

composed of strongyles smaller than those of the dermal
layer, in other parts of smooth trichodragmata, or again of

strongyles, amphityles, and trichodragmata. The pale trans-

parent choanosomal tissues are crowded with small spined

rliaphides.

Spicules. —Megascleres : strongyles, 437 x 19//., slightly

fusiform, curved once or sometimes twice. Occasionally one
end is pointed, the spicule becoming a style.

Amphityles, 395 x 7*25 /it, slightly fusitbrm ; heads 13 fM

long, 9' 75 /u, broad.
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Microscleres: long, smooth rliapliides, separate or in bundles,

forming part of the subdermal reticulum, 650 X 2'5/i.

Short, scattered, spined rhaphides, usually stylote, 162 fju

long and about 2'5 /* broad.

H. V. Wilson describes a species of Oceanap'/a, viz.

0. hacillifera, with strongyles, but it has sigmata.

Oceanopia {Phloeodictyon) singaporensis (Carter) has

strongyles in the dermal layer, but oxeas as well as strongyles

in the skeleton-tibres, and there are no microscleres.

The species of the Gelliine genus Rhaphida have oxeas,

trichodragmata, and, in one species, toxa ; but there are no

fistula?, and there is no subdermal reticulum of spicular fibres.

LocaUty. Winter Quarters, 130 fath.

Petrosia fistulata, sp. n.

Sponge tubular. Surface smooth, showing the roinid

0])enings of the inhalant canals about "4 mm. in diameter

and close together.

Inner surface of the tube of the sponge finely or rarely

coarsely pilose, and showing the ruund openings of the ex-

halant canals about 1 mm. in diameter. Colour in spirit

pale yellow. Texture tirm, but slightly compressible. Eury-
])ylous fiagellated chambers spheroidal, 24*5 fju in diameter.

/Skeleton formed of main fibres proceeding from the inner

to the outer surface, joined by secondary fibres one spicule

thick, so as to form obscurely quadrangular or hexagonal

tubes about '5 mm. in diameter; ends of spicules cemented

with spongin.

Spicuhs. —Oxeas, 492 X 24*4 yu,, bent usually, or curved at

centre, subtornote.

There are four specimens, the two larger being uniformly

cylindrical and the smaller ventricose. The largest is 6 cm.

long, the diameter being 2°1 cm. and the thickness of the

wall 5 mm.
The dermal membrane roofing over the inhalant orifices is

usually supported there by two or three single spicules

radiating to the centre. The pores are "95 fx in diameter.

Small embryos about '76 mm. in diameter occur. The
new species comes nearest to the species from Kerguelen,

which Carter identified as Thali/si'as sub-tnant/ularisy Duch.

& Mich., but which Ixidley and Dendy regarded as synony-

mous with Petrosia similis (Ridley & Dendy).

The spicules of the Antarctic species are very much larger

than those of Carter's, and partly in consequence of this the

skeletal network of the latter is much denser from a closer

approximation of the fibres.
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Localities, Winter Quarters, 25-30 fatli. j McMurJo Bay,

96-120 fath.

Reniera Scotti, sp. n.*

Sponge consisting of one or more fistulfe. Texture very

soft and easily lacerated. C^olour in spirit varying from

yellow to pale reddish. Outer surface varying from being

finely hispid to having large conules and nieandrine ridges.

Inner surface of fistulse very finely hispid in the spaces

between the numerous orifices of exhalant canals. Flagellated

chambers large, hemispherical, 60 x 40
fj,.

Skeleto7i formed of parallel longitudinal lines of main

fibres, about ^-Q spicules thick, curving outwards from the

inner to the outer surface, where they pass into the conules

and ridges ; secondary fibres at right angles to the main

ones, one or two spicules thick. The spicules are not closely

united, and spongin is only present in very small amounts.

Spicules. —Oxeas, 343 X 14"6 /Lt, curved or bent at centre,

subtornote.

There are six specimens and fragments. The outward

appearance varies greatly according to age and size. In one

small specimen the surface is finely hispid, in larger ones

conulose, and in very large ones conulated and with higli

meandrine ridges. The largest specimen (No. 118) is in

form of a wide thick-walled tube, 12 cm. high and 6 cm. in

diameter, and with walls 1*5 cm. thick, but attenuating

towards the rim of the tube. This specimen is incomplete

below. The orifice is circular, and within the rim is a

diaphragm contracted to a white line.

The surface is covered with large conules and meandrine
ridges rising to a height of nearly 1 cm.

The dermal membrane, in the spaces between the conules

and ridge, shows as a fine lace-like reticulum, with circular

pores 133 p, in diameter, and beneath it the orifices (1-1'5 mm.
in diameter) of the inhalant canals are visible. The ex-

halant orifices on the inner wall of the tube are much larger

than the inhalant ; they vary from 1 to 6 or 7 mm., their

edges are smooth and rounded.

The species closely resembles R. spi?wseUa, Thiele^ from
Punta Arenas. In Thiele's species the body is tubular, with

conulated surface, and the ttxture is veiy soft; but the

skeletal framework is irregular, and the oxeas, though similar

in form, are much shorter, smaller, and more slender, being-

only 150-170 p long and 7-8 p thick.

Localities. Winter Quarters, 5-100 fath. ; off E. end of Ice

Barrier, 100 fath.

* This fine species is named after Captain Scott, E.N., the leader of

the Expedition.


